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Japanese Writing

Janet S. (Shibamoto) Smith

Modern Japanese is written in a mixture of three basic scripts: kanji, a logo/morpho-

graphic script; and hiragana and katakana, two syllabaries. Additionally, romaji 'ro-

manization', eimoji 'English script' (roughly, non-Japanese words written in their

[native] alphabetic script), and a variety of kigo 'symbols' are commonly interspersed

in texts.

Kanji

Kanji are graphic elements, mostly derived from Chinese, representing logo/morpho-

logical units. These characters were introduced, probably by way of Korea, from

around the third century c.e. The same character may stand, as a homograph, for sev-

eral different morphemes (each with its specific meanings and "reading," or pronun-

ciation). 0«-readings are those based on the pronunciation of the character in

Chinese, at the time of borrowing. A^m-readings represent a Japanese morpheme cor-

responding to the meaning of a particular character. Thus the character A 'person'

has 6>«-readings that include jin and nin (cf. Mandarin ren), but the kun-reading is

hito.

The characters, when used to represent morphemes of Chinese origin, sometimes

contain a clue to their pronunciation. Thus the characters 31 'five', If T, and f§ 'lan-

guage' all have the cw-reading go. However, no more than 25% of the approximately

2000 general-use kanji contain useful phonological clues to the pronunciation of one

of their orc-morphemes (Paradis et al. 1985: 11).

Kanji are used to encode primary lexical categories: nouns, verb stems, adjective

stems, and some adverbs. Polymorphemic words are represented by more than one

kanji. ^w^-readings occur in compound (multi-kanji) words as well as in single-kanji

words; ew-readings occur much more often in compound kanji. However, all combi-

nations are possible. In principle, compound words are written/read with all on or all

kun pronunciations, but there are numerous exceptions. Yuto-yomi refers to cases in

which the first element of the compound form has a kun reading while the second has

an on reading (^f(I yukan 'evening newspaper' from & sekilyu 'evening' + f'J kanl-

'publish', M^ mihon 'sample' from M ken/mi 'see' + ^ -Imoto 'origin'). Jubako-

yomi refers to the opposite case—o^-reading followed by ^-reading(^H honbako

'bookshelf from^ honl- 'book' + H sholbako 'box', feS] maiasa 'every morning'
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from % mail-goto 'every' + ^J cholasa 'morning'). Ateji are multi-kanji words

whose component characters are pronounced in accordance with a standard pronun-

ciation but whose usual meanings are irrelevant to the meaning of the word (MM
kdhii 'coffee' from 9P ko 'ornamental hatpin' + M hii 'string of many pearls'). Juku-

jikun are multi-character words whose pronunciation is independent of any pronun-

ciation of the component characters (AA otona 'adult' from A dailokl 'big' + A
jinlhito 'person').

Japanese contains a great number of homophones. These are disambiguated in

writing via different kanji for each meaning $4^ kagaku 'science', it^ kagaku

'chemistry' from $[ ka 'division', it ka 'change', and ^ gaku 'study'). That this

function is indispensable for the reading of Japanese is one of the reasons commonly

adduced for not eliminating kanji entirely in favor of one of the kana syllabaries.

Since World War II, the government has issued two sets of "guidelines" as to

which kanji are considered as being in common use and thus appropriate to include

in the compulsory education curriculum, to use in public or official documents, etc.

These are the toyd-kmji list (1946, rev. 1948; 1,850 kanji) and the current jdyo-kanji

list (1981; 1,945 kanji). These represent characters suggested for official use. The

number of different kanji employed in newspapers and magazines in general, howev-

er, is approximately 3200-3300 (Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyujo 1962-64, 1976). One

reason that kanji proportions in texts have not dropped below this higher general level

of use is that place and family names are written with characters not otherwise used,

increasing the number of characters needed in many texts (Seeley 1991: 157). Also,

Japanese is written without spaces between the words; thus visual cues to morpholog-

ical segmentation, afforded by kanji, are critical. When texts are written entirely in

kana or in romaji, phrases or words, respectively, are segmented by leaving spaces be-

tween the relevant units, but such texts are not typical. Nomura (1988) reports a con-

tinuous decrease throughout this century in the use of kanji for (in temporal order) the

grammatical morphemes used in kanbun 'Chinese writing by/for Japanese' ; deictics,

conjunctions, and adverbs; prefixes (#P/3o o- 'honorific'), formal nouns (^/C b
koto 'thing, fact'), and pronouns; and indigenous Japanese words. Writers are appar-

ently resolving potential problems of morphological segmentation that result from the

reduction in the proportion of kanji used, by employing a mixture of the two kana syl-

labaries, plus a sprinkling of romaji, eimoji, and other symbols (Nomura 1988, Smith

and Schmidt 1995).

Hiragana and katakana

In addition to kanji, Japanese uses two syllabaries: hiragana and katakana. The two

kana syllabaries are phonographic characters derived in the ninth century from the

borrowed logo/morphographic kanji. Kana are complete orthographies (Faber 1992);

anything that can be said in Japanese can be written in either of the kana syllabaries.

Even sounds and sound-sequences such as ^7 4 /vi/ and v~4 /ti/, which are not na-
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tive to Japanese but do occur in words borrowed from other languages, can be written

in kana (Sampson 1985: 184).

Hiragana 'kana without angles' grew out of an increasingly simplified set of cur-

sively written kanji used as man'yogana 'Chinese characters used phonetically to

write Japanese' (table 16.1). The hiragana syllabary consists of 46 characters, sup-

plemented with a set of diacritics. Today's hiragana forms were fixed by the Ministry

of Education's 1900 regulations on standard kana signs and usage. Typical Japanese

texts are written in a mixture of kanji and kana, primarily hiragana. Hiragana is used

for particles, auxiliary verbs, and the inflectional affixes of nouns, adjectives, and

verbs—in sum, the grammatical elements of sentences.

Okurigana are hiragana added after kanji to encode inflectional elements. The

present guidelines for okurigana were issued in the Cabinet Notification "Okurigana

no tsukekata" in 1973. Issues surrounding okurigana have to do with how much of the

verb stem and the inflectional material is encoded explicitly in the kana following the

kanji verb stem versus how much material is left implicit. For example, wakar-anai

'[I] understand-NEG' can be written several ways:

^ll^fe&V^ v/A.ka.ra.na.i

¥'] fe>&V^ WAKA.ra.na.i

¥!l&V^ WAKARA.na.i

These are three possibilities for material written in hiragana as okurigana. In this ex-

ample, successively less material is provided to give the reader phonographic cues to

the relationship between the kanji and the kana portions of the word. Traditionally,

the implicit options have been favored for school texts, while increasingly explicit en-

coding via okurigana occurs in popular texts (Seeley 1991: 158).

Like hiragana, katakana derived from man'yogana. At the beginning of the Heian

Period (794-1 192), small script that could be written between characters and/or be-

tween lines was needed in order to write down readings of, or exegetic commentary

on, Buddhist sutras (Ogawa 1982: 481). Katakana 'simple, incomplete kana' were

created by taking parts of established man'yogana, sometimes but not always the

same man'yogana that were the source for the counterpart hiragana syllable. The

present forms and conventions of use for katakana were fixed in 1900, at the same

time as hiragana. Katakana is used in contemporary texts to write foreign names and

loanwords, onomatopoeic and mimetic words, exclamations, and some specialized

scientific terminology. It is also used for words usually written in kanji or hiragana to

give special emphasis, indicate an ironic tone, signal euphemisms, and the like; young

people are particularly likely to incorporate katakana into their script mix, perhaps to

give a "conversational" tone to their written productions (Nakamura 1983; Satake

1989, 1990).

The canonical order of kana is traditionally that in which they occur in a short

poem, the "Iroha" which uses each symbol just once (figure 34 on page 250). How-

ever, most modern dictionaries use the alternate order, shown in table 16.1, based

on that of Indie script: first vowels, then occlusives (starting with k), and then sono-



rants (see section 30). The differences between voiceless and voiced consonants,

and between full and subscript symbols, are ignored in the ordering. Both scripts are

used asfurigana: small kana put to the side of or above kanji in order to indicate the

pronunciation or meaning of the kanji used.

Romaji

Romaji includes the Roman alphabet and Arabic numerals. Japanese texts use these

alphanumeric symbols to write train station names, street and highway signs, compa-

ny names; and Roman capitals are used to produce acronyms like OL 'office lady'

(i.e. female office worker), 2DK 'two [rooms] plus a dining-kitchen'. Arabic numer-

als are frequently used in texts, particularly those written horizontally (e.g. scientific

texts). From the Meiji Period onward there has been debate—sometimes heated—

about the desirability of writing Japanese entirely in romaji, but this idea has never

taken strong hold.

There are two transliteration systems for writing Japanese alphabetically: (1) the

Hepburn system (Hebon-shiki), a system based on English spelling pronunciation de-

veloped by American missionary James Curtis Hepburn (1815-1911), and used in

this volume; and (2) kunreishiki (Cabinet Ordinance system), a phonemic system pro-

mulgated by the Japanese government (table 16.1). In all, 19 syllables differ. Hep-

burn uses ji for kunreishiki zz, and j- for zy-. For vowel length, kunreishiki and

Hepburn use a circumflex accent or macron (<fe>& or fc— = a, a), or doubling in the

case of capital letters or i. Geminate consonants are written in both systems by dou-

bling. Hepburn double ch is tch. The syllabic nasal Aj/> is romanized by kunreishiki

as n everywhere; but by Hepburn as m before labials, n elsewhere. Medially, syllabic

n is followed by an apostrophe to distinguish it from consonantal n.When the revised

kunreishiki system was issued (1954), the government stipulated that it was to be used

in transcribing the Japanese language, with the caveat that the Hepburn system might

continue to be used if a change would seriously affect customs and considerations of

international relations. Hepburn transliterations are required, for instance, in pass-

ports and many official application forms. Thus the Japanese, in alphabetic as well as

non-alphabetic inscription, maintain a complexly organized, multi-scriptal (or multi-

orthographic) system.

Other script elements

In commercial writing (Haarmann 1989) and in the writing of the young (Satake

1990, 1 991), eimoji 'English (or other foreign language) letters' and various symbols

such as V and ft are used:

B Woman: # < &f4<£>1i«i£
Nikkei Woman: Hataraku Josei no Johoshi

'Nikkei "Woman": News for the Working Woman'
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table 16.2: Common Japanese Punctuation



Samples of Japanese

Passage from a contemporary essayist

tokoro ga,

tokoro ga

however

/. Japanese:

2. Transliteration,

3. Transcription:

4. Gloss:

1. #« It.

2. TE-KAMI Wa,

3. tegami wa

4. letter top

2. ji

3- *i

4. characters

WAKA.i HiTO.tachi kara kuru

waka-i cito-tatfi kara kuirui

young-ADJ person-PL from come

*¥**' Mmtte<D XhZ>
tai-han ga YOKO-KA.ki na no de am.

taiharj ga joko-ga-ki na no de arm

majority subj horizontally-write-ad

j

nom is/are

de NARA.tta

de narat-ta

in learn-PAST

mo,

mo
too

1. v^5 £^>
2. iu yori,

3. iui jori

4. say/call (rather) than

O-SHU-JI

ojuid^i

calligraphy

irasuto

irasuito

illustration

^&3
dearu.

de arm

is/are

ji

character(s)

GEKI-GA no

gekiga no

cartoon gen

1. P^frjL
2. FU.ki-DA.shi

3. $uikidaji

4. balloon

de

de

in

"gyaha"

gjaha

"eek!"

ji na no de am.

c^i na no de arm

character adj nom is/are

2. anna

3. anna

4. that.kind.of

1. 4y7, hX^O <D ^<D
2. irasuto-i.ri no mono

3. irasmto-iri no mono

4. illustration-containing gen thing(s)

ft if £
nado to

nado to

etc. QUOT

KA.ite

kai-te

write-GER

t
to

to

QUOT

GA-MEN no

gamen no

picture gen

am,

arm

be

naka m wa
naka ni wa
inside in top

mo
mo

2. gurun

3. gurrim

4. green

/. <£>

2. no

j. no

4. one(s)

nado

nado

etc.

%
mo
mo
also

samazama

sama-zama

various-REDUP

aru.

arm

be

na

na

ADJ

also be

<<y
pen

pen

pen

h% U
aru shi

arm Ji

and

AKA

aka

red

ya

ja

and

de

de

with

KA.ki-WA.keta

kaki-wake-ta

write-divide-PAST
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'However, the majority of the letters that come from young people are written

horizontally. The characters, too, aren't the characters we learned in calligraphy

(classes); rather, they're graphics. They're the kind of characters you see in the

dialog balloons in the comics, saying "Eek!" or things like that. Among them,

there are ones with (real) graphics mixed in and ones with (the words) separated

by writing with various pens, like red or green pens.' —Mukoda 1980: 40-41.

Cartoon

j. 3 y 3 y
2. konkon

3. kon kon

4. knock knock

2. u—
3. ui::::n

4. hmmmm . .

.

/. *£k>
.

tc— i

<h

2. nan

3. nan

4. what is

da

—

(

da:

(tsu)

2. urusainoyO(tsu)!!

3. mraisai no jo

4. bothersome part part

/. F ^
2. dd—mo
3. donmo

4. indeed

/.

2.

4.

/.

2.

3-

sunao

suinao

docile

de

de

is

sumimasen

suimimasen

inexusable

3nW !

yoroshii

yorojl:

all.right

>o

4. ah

irasshai

irajjai

welcome

visitor: 'Knock-knock—Hmmmm ...

—What is this??!! —kindo-san: Go
away!! (lit., Stop bothering [me])—visi-

tor: I'm sorry.—kindo-san: Good,

you're submissive [enough]. —do-san:

Ah, welcome.'

—Kamogawa 1979: 94.

Note: Some of the humor represented in this excerpt involves the inappropriate linguistic behavior of the char-

acter in work clothes addressing the character in a suit in a way proper only to the third character, perhaps the

employer.
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Comparative Table

of Sinitic Characters

The following list is intended to give a sampling of Chinese characters that have

more than one form in current use: Traditional (used in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sin-

gapore, and other overseas Chinese communities), Simplified (used in the People's

Republic of China), and Japanese. In addition, the list illustrates the differences in

pronunciation that are found as one goes from Mandarin Chinese (in pinyin roman-

ization) to Japanese on and kun readings (in the Hepburn romanization) and to Korean

(Yale system). Items are arranged alphabetically by the pinyin forms. Data were pro-

vided by Victor H. Mair, Janet S. (Shibamoto) Smith, and Ross King.
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PY Tr. Si. Chinese Gloss Jp. On Kun Jpn. Gloss ifdiff. Korean

chong
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